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The Town of Hooksett is now partnering with HELPSY
to offer free home pick-up of clothing and household
textiles to residents. Beginning March 26, 2022,
pickups will happen weekly. Residents can schedule
online at www.helpsy.co/hooksettnh. After filling out a
request form online, a driver will be scheduled to pickup on a selected date. Residents are advised to leave
clean, dry, and bagged items outside prior to 7 am the
morning of pickup.

The Pavilion at Lambert's Park is ready for use! To reserve the
space, please contact the Public Works Department at (603)
668-8019.
National Night out is an annual community-building campaign
that promotes police-community partnerships and neighborhood
camaraderie to make our neighborhoods safer, more caring
places to live. National Night Out enhances the relationship
between neighbors and law enforcement while bringing back a
true sense of community. Furthermore, it provides a great
opportunity to bring police and neighbors together under
positive circumstances.
Tuesday, August 2nd, 2022
5:00PM - 7:00PM
Donati Park
FREE ADMISSION
For more information, visit www.hooksettpolice.org

HELPSY accepts clean, dry, and bagged clothing and
fashion accessories (gently used, stained, worn, or torn)
including dresses, shirts, pants, suits, coats, gloves, hats,
belts, ties, scarves, wallets, purses, backpacks, totes,
shoes, towels, bedding, costumes, curtains, placements,
tablecloths, and throw rugs. Items that will not be
accepted include breakable houseware or glass,
electronics, furniture, building material, scrap metal,
appliances, mattresses, encyclopedia sets, phone books
For more information about
or magazines.

Hooksett Recycling and Waste
Management Programs contact
603-669-5198. To learn about
HELPSY municipal partnerships or
to schedule a clothing drive
fundraiser go to www.helpsy.co.

Touch a truck is scheduled for
Saturday, June 18th 10AM1PM at the Hooksett Public
Library located at 31 Mt. St.
Mary's Way.
This event is sponsored by the
Friends of the Hooksett
Library.

New Hampshire resident and underwater
photographer, Deda Wilms, brings us up close to
ocean life with a slideshow and talk about her
experiences as a diver and an underwater
photographer.
Thursday, July 14, 2022
7:00PM-8:00PM
Hooksett Public Library
31 Mt. St. Mary's Way

Hooksett's 200th anniversary is 2022. Below are scheduled events
to celebrate this momentous occasion.
June 3, 2022: Whiskey Horse Concert 7pm at Cawley Middle School
June 24, 2022: New Legacy Swing Band Concert 7pm at Cawley
Middle School
July 2, 2022: 200th Birthday Bash at Donati Park. Events include a
Civil War encampment, the 39th Army Band, Cake, a Town picture,
Car show, Civic groups, Blues Brothers Band, Fireworks and
Bicentennial Ceremony starting 12pm.
September 8, 2022: Are We There Yet? Presentation at 6:30pm
at the Hooksett Library
September 15, 2022: NH Roads Taken or Not by NH Humanities
at 6:30pm at the Hooksett Library
September 22, 2022: The History of Agriculture as Told by Barns
by NH Humanities at 6:30pm at the Hooksett Library

With the nice weather finally here the Hooksett Fire
Rescue Department want to remind people that any kind
of outside burning requires a permit. Permits can be
obtained at either fire station for free or you may get one
online for a fee (fee charged by the website company not
HFRD or the State of NH).
It is important to remember that you are not allowed to burn before
5pm and someone must be attending to the fire at all times. Some
other important things to remember are:
Materials acceptable for burning include: campfire wood,
charcoal, clean pallets, brush (less that 5 inches in diameter) and
clean lumber scraps
Material unacceptable for burning include: plywood, painted
wood, stained or otherwise treated wood, tires, household trash,
construction scraps, plastics
Fire must be totally extinguished before leaving it
Starting certain categories of fire between 9am and 5pm except
when raining however even when raining a fire permit is still
required.
Please monitor the wind as well as the Class Day
(https://twitter.com/nhforestrangers) You do not need a account
with Twitter to check the fire danger day.
Any questions please call the fire station 603-623-7272 or 603-4859852

Hooksett Village Water Precinct and its partners tapped into
National Drinking Water Week celebrations on May 5th by hosting
an Open House at their South Pump Station on Pinnacle Pond. In
honor of Hooksett's Bicentennial, the history of the Precinct was
highlighted during the Open House. The Precinct was formed in
1941 by joining two much older private water systems, the
Hooksett Aqueduct Co. and the Dundee Mills System. A unique
HVWP feature is the Brickyard Brook diversion, a 1960's-era
engineering feat that maintains Pinnacle Pond.
For more information on HVWP or to learn more about the
importance of water services and water infrastructure, visit
https://www.hooksettvillagewater.org.

The Hooksett Library is pleased to present two upcoming
programs in conjunction with community partners. Both
events will be at the Library in the Hebert and Village meeting
rooms. Events are free and open to the public:
A film Screening of "My Garden of a Thousand Bees" will
be held on Wednesday, June 22 at 6:30 PM. This event is
co-sponsored by the Hooksett Garden Club.
The following week, Dr. Andy Gersten of New Hampshire
Healthcare Workers for Climate Action will present “The
Connection Between Climate Change and Human Health”
on Thursday, June 30 at 7:00 PM. This event is cosponsored by the Hooksett Conservation Commission.
Coming soon! A new way for borrowers to pick up their held
items: contact-free smart locker system, courtesy of a grant
from the Institute for Museum and Library Services’ “Grants
to States” program. The grant program is part of the
American Rescue Act Plan of 2021 and is being facilitated by
the N.H. State Library.

Please bag all trash and space barrels
3 feet apart, with the opening facing
the road, lids closed and away from
objects (i.e. mailbox, fences, etc.) Do
not overstuff barrels so that materials
can fall freely into the truck.
Yard waste, metals, electronics,
paints, C&D and carpet are
NOT ALLOWED.
Hooksett recycles 5 tons of cardboard per week at the
Recycling & Transfer station. All recycle materials brought to
the State are materials not sent to the incinerator. Roughly 600
tons of material were recycled in 2021, which is 35 tons more
than 2020.

RSA 75:8-a requires that cities and towns conduct a full value
property reassessment at least every five years. Since the last
revaluation took place in 2018, Hooksett's Assessing Department
will be conducting a full value property reassessment in 2023. This
is completed so that property assessed values will reflect statewide
current market values. As the real estate market fluctuates, our
assessments may be out of sync with current market values. State
law requires assessments between 90% and 110% of current
market values when conducting a revaluation or update. Hooksett's
2021 assessment ratio is 73.8% of the current market value. Please
contact Jon Duhamel, Assessor, with any questions at (603) 2680078.

APPLETREE
Hooksett Residential Well Health Consultation
APPLETREE – Who we are and how can help
Our team includes staff from the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) and the New
Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Public Health Services (NH DPHS). We have
expertise in health risk assessment, toxicology, health education, community engagement, and project
management. Through funding from the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), we can work
with communities to reduce exposure to environmental hazards, and in turn reduce risk for negative health
outcomes associated with exposure.

Background
Routine sampling conducted in Hooksett for a State project showed uranium present in groundwater at high
levels. Drinking water with high levels of uranium puts people at risk for negative health outcomes.
Groundwater is a source of water for people who get their drinking water from residential wells. Some residents
of Hooksett are served by a public water system, which means that there are rules, regulations and processes in
place to ensure that the water they drink is safe; however, many residents get their water from residential wells.
While there are guidelines and recommendations related to residential well water-quality, testing and
treatment is not required.
NHDES worked in coordination with NH DPHS, and with the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to develop and implement a plan to sample residential well-water in the Hooksett Community. The goal of
the sampling was to understand the extent of exposure to harmful contaminants, and to develop health-based
recommendations to reduce exposure and risk.

Identified contaminants of concern and associated health risks
Contaminant
Uranium
Radon
Manganese
Arsenic

PFAS

Associated health risk
Certain cancers, kidney damage
Certain cancers
Neurological effects in infants and children
Certain cancers, diabetes, heart disease, and skin lesions; short term exposure among
pregnant women associated with impact to fetal growth and increased infections in first
year of life of infants
Increased cholesterol, changes in liver enzyme levels, altered hormone function,
delayed growth in infants, and potentially certain cancers, associated with chronic
exposure to certain PFAS

The preceding table includes detail about contaminants found in private drinking water wells in Hooksett. For
the most part, increased risk is associated with long-term exposure, meaning continued exposure to a high level
of the contaminant over the course of many years.
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Testing of residential wells in Hooksett shows that residents of the community are more likely to be exposed to
high levels of uranium and radon compared to other New Hampshire residents, and some residents are also
exposed to other contaminants of concern. Contaminants such as uranium, radon, arsenic and manganese are
naturally occurring in the environment. Other contaminants, such as PFAS, are manufactured and can make
their way into drinking water sources through air and groundwater.

Recommendations to reduce exposure and risk
It is important to note that increased risk does not mean that a negative health outcome will definitely occur.
Instead, an increased risk translates to an increased chance or likelihood of a negative health outcome
occurring. The good news is that there are actions that residents can take to reduce exposure and risk. NHDES
and NH DPHS recommend the following actions:
1. Test your well water: NHDES was unable to sample wells of all homeowners in Hooksett, and testing
was limited to certain contaminants. Additional water testing is recommended to determine whether
or not treatment is needed. We recommend routine well testing every 3-5 years (except for bacteria
and nitrates, which should checked annually). NHDES can be contacted for discussion of test results.
2. Test your home air for radon gas: The high levels of uranium and radon in drinking water for homes in the
area mean that homes are more likely to have high levels of radon in the air. We recommend that
homeowners test their home for radon in the air.
3. Install treatment to reduce exposure to contaminants in water and air: We strongly recommend
treatment of residential well water when contaminant levels are higher than health guidelines and
standards. Similarly, we recommend treatment when there is a high level of radon found in the home.

Resources
Our team can provide support as you take these recommended actions.
To learn more about drinking water quality, testing and treatment and for help with interpreting your
water quality test results, visit the NHDES Private Wells webpage.
To learn more about radon in your home, visit the NH DPHS Radon webpage.
NHDES APPLETREE Team: Karen Craver, MPH, karen.m.craver@des.nh.gov
New Hampshire Radon Program: Kathleen Bush, Ph.D., kathleen.f.bush@dhhs.nh.gov

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s Partnership to Promote Local Efforts To Reduce
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APPLETREE
New Hampshire APPLETREE Program
About the APPLETREE program

APPLETREE stands for the Agency for Toxic Substance and Disease Registry’s (ATSDR’s) Partnership to Promote
Local Efforts to Reduce Environmental Exposures. ATSDR is a federal public health agency, of the United States
Department of Health and Human Services. The Agency is charged with protecting communities from harmful
health effects related to exposures to natural and manufactured hazardous substances. This is accomplished by
responding to environmental health emergencies, investigating emerging environmental health threats,
conducting research on the health impacts of hazardous waste sites, and building capabilities of and providing
actionable guidance to state and local health partners. Through a cooperative agreement, ATSDR has provided
funding to the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) and the New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Public Health Services (NH DPHS), as state partners to
carry out their charge of protecting communities.

About our team and partners

Our team includes staff from NHDES and NH DPHS. We have expertise in health risk assessment, toxicology,
health education, community engagement and project management. In partnership with ATSDR, we can work
with communities to reduce exposure to environmental hazards, and in turn reduce risk for negative health
outcomes associated with exposure. In addition to the formal partnership established with ATSDR, NHDES and
NH DPHS, we consider community leaders, community members, and other organizations dedicated to
promoting and protecting health to be our partners. Our work relies on this partnership and community
engagement. Together, we can protect and promote health!
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What we do

The APPLETREE team engages with the community to follow a standard process to prevent harmful exposures
and promote healthy environments, including:
1. Assessing the available scientific data to determine whether or not people are at risk because of their
exposures to harmful chemicals in the environment.
2. Recommending action to prevent and stop exposures; for example, additional environmental testing,
installation of water filters, or replacing soil in residents’ backyards. Recommendations can be aimed at federal
or state agencies or at other stakeholders, including community members. We continue to engage with these
stakeholders to ensure that our recommendations are adopted.
3. Answering a community’s questions and responding to concerns by collecting additional data, conducting
health studies, and communicating findings.

Services and products offered by the APPLETREE team







Technical support
Communication and education
Health assessment and consultation
Outreach and community engagement
Connecting communities to subject matter experts
Convening partners

How you can request our help

Our team is available to support your community when petitioned. Petitions are simply requests for our
assistance, and can come to us through any of our stakeholders, including community members. Petitions can
be submitted through conversation, by email, or by phone.

NHDES APPLETREE Team, Principal Investigator:
Karen Craver, MPH
(603) 271-6803
karen.m.craver@des.nh.gov
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s Partnership to Promote Local Efforts To Reduce
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APPLETREE
Selecting the right option for you!
A guide to ensuring safe drinking water

Why does the quality of my water matter?

Drinking contaminated water makes it more likely that you will experience negative health outcomes,
including certain types of chronic disease. Contaminants can be naturally occurring (arsenic, uranium, etc.) or
synthetic (PFAS, 1-4, dioxane, etc.). Residents served by public or community water systems are protected by
rules, regulations and processes in place to ensure that the water they drink is safe; however, many residents in
New Hampshire get their water from private wells. While there are guidelines and recommendations related to
residential well water quality, testing and treatment are not required. Understanding the quality of your
drinking water can help you to make informed decisions to protect the health of you and others in your
household.

How do I know if my water is safe?

Residential well contamination is common, and most contaminants have no taste, smell or color. The only way
to understand the quality of your water is to have it tested. NHDES recommends conducting a standard analysis
and radon analysis every three to five years, and testing for bacteria and nitrate yearly. While we are still
learning about the extent of PFAS contamination and about the health impacts of PFAS, NHDES recommends
testing for PFAS contamination if you have the resources to do so. You should continue to test your water if you
use a treatment system (see below) to ensure that your system is working properly. A list of New Hampshire
accredited labs and recommended tests can be found on the NHDES website.

I’ve tested my water, now what?

The New Hampshire Be Well Informed site can help you to understand what treatment
options would work for you based on the contaminants found in your water. There are
many water treatment options available. Water treatment options are not one-sizefits-all, so before investing in a choice, make sure that you’ve done the recommended
testing! NHDES staff can also offer assistance; the Drinking Water and Groundwater
Bureau can be reached by calling (603) 271-2513, or by emailing dwgbinfo@des.nh.gov.

While your particular water quality is an important factor to consider, there are other
considerations, including cost, whether or not there are people who are more at risk for negative health
outcomes in your home (for example, babies or children, people with health conditions, etc.), your comfort level
in terms of risk, and whether or not you are in need of a temporary solution (for example, if you are renting
short-term or are scheduled to be connected to a public water system in the near future) or a longer-term
solution. In addition to treating contaminated water, seeking an alternative source of water (such as bottled
water) may be a temporary alternative solution to consider.
Depending on your particular circumstances, including the factors noted above, one solution may be a better fit
for you than another. On the other side of this page, you will find a table with the pros and cons of different
options, as well as questions that you can ask water treatment specialists so that you can make an informed
decision that is right for you.
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s Partnership to Promote Local Efforts To Reduce
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What are the pros and cons of the treatment options available to me?

Depending on your circumstances, some of the more common options that you may consider are bottled water,
pitcher filter, counter top filter, faucet-mounted filter, under-the-counter treatment system, or a whole-house
treatment system. Below is a table of information about these options, along with some of the pros and cons of
each. If you select a treatment option, check to make sure that it is NSF International certified for the
contaminants you are treating!
Bottled water: Bottled water can offer a short-term solution to reducing exposure to a contaminated source
Pros: Inexpensive if used only for
drinking; readily available.

Cons: Inconvenience of purchasing and moving large quantities of
bottled water; disposal or recycling of plastic water bottles; bottled
water is regulated by the FDA, which is not consistent with EPA
standards; expensive and inconvenient if used for all water consumed
and used in cooking.

Point-of-Use (POU) treatment (different types described below): Filters water from one location in the home
to eliminate specific contaminants. Remember to check for NSF International certification!
Pros: Inexpensive; does not require
Pitcher filter or installation or changes to plumbing; easy
countertop to use.
filter

Cons: Filters a small amount of water at a time;
filters must be replaced regularly; slow filtering;
takes up space on the countertop or in the
refrigerator; may be inconvenient or impractical if
used for all water consumed and used in cooking.

Pros: Inexpensive; can be installed and
Faucetmaintained by resident; filters last
mounted filter
longer before replacement.

Cons: Do not work with all faucets, may slow
water flow; filters must be replaced regularly.

Pros: Range in price; filter larger
Under the
amounts of water; do not take up
counter
countertop space; some models can be
treatment
installed and maintained by resident;
system
filters last longer before replacement.

Cons: Some units moderately expensive initially;
may require changes to plumbing; takes up space
under the counter; filters must be replaced
regularly.

Whole-house treatment system or Point-of-Entry (POE): Different options available depending on
contaminants present. Remember to check for NSF International certification!
Pros: Treats all water used in the home Cons: Expensive initially, requires ongoing maintenance, requires
professional installation and maintenance, requires changes to
plumbing.

Before I select a system; what should I know first, and what questions should I ask a vendor?

Before making any decisions, make sure that you’ve worked with an accredited lab to do comprehensive
testing! You can also do your homework by using the Be Well Informed web site. Understanding your specific
water quality is the first step to making an informed decision. The questions below will help you in selecting a
treatment option:
1. What types of systems are recommended based on my water quality and how I use the water?
2. Is this system NSF International certified?
3. What are the total purchase price and expected maintenance and testing costs of the recommended
treatment? How frequently will maintenance and testing be required?
4. Will the unit substantially increase electrical usage in the home?
5. What is the expected lifetime of the product and warranty coverage?
6. How many systems have you installed to address contamination similar to mine?
7. Are there reviews or testimonials about your work that I can review?
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s Partnership to Promote Local Efforts To Reduce
Environmental Exposures
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APPLETREE
Social Media *Toolkit on Environmental Health
for the Town of Hooksett, NH
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH/APPLETREE
In 2022, Lean on the APPLETREE (Agency for Toxics Substance and Disease
Registry (ATSDR’s) Partnership to Promote Local Efforts to Reduce Environmental
Exposure) Team in New Hampshire at NHDES and DPHS for help! Learn more about
how to partner with us to keep your air, water, land and loved ones healthy. For more
information: view our APPLETREE Program FAQ; view our APPLETREE NH
Municipal Association talk; or contact Robert Thistle by email at
Robert.thistle@des.nh.gov.

WELL WATER TESTING
Private wells serve over 46% of NH's population. NH’s granite bedrock is the primary
reason for arsenic, uranium, and radon contamination in groundwater. If you have a
private well, get your well water tested for all of the most common pollutants to
help protect your family’s health. Learn about testing your well:
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/sites/g/files/ehbemt476/files/documents/2021-11/waterwell-testing-brochure.pdf

Testing your well water is the only way of knowing if there are unhealthy levels of contaminants in your
well! Most contaminants do not have a taste or odor which means that even if your water tastes fine, it
may be harmful to your health. Learn about water testing: https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/programsservices/environmental-health-and-you/water-testing

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s
Partnership to Promote Local Efforts To Reduce Environmental Exposures

Testing your well water is a great way to protect the health of you and your family.
Regular testing should be performed every 3-5 years because water quality can change
over time. Find guidance for testing and treating your well:
https://www4.des.state.nh.us/DWITool/Welcome.aspx

RADON
NH has some of the highest rates of radon in the country. Radon is a naturally
occurring, hazardous gas that you can’t see, smell or taste. Testing for radon is
the only way to know if it is present in your home. Order your free radon test kit:
https://drhomeair.fmbetterforms.com/#/new-hampshire-free

Looking to buy a new home? Be sure to include radon testing in your home inspection! You
can’t see, smell or taste radon, but it may be present at dangerous levels in any house, old or
new, anywhere in the state. Learn more with the EPA's Home Buyers and Sellers Guide to
Radon: https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-05/documents/hmbuygud.pdf

NH home owners: Did you know that radon from well water can be released into the air
increasing the risk of lung cancer. If your home has a private well, testing the water for
radon is recommended. Learn more about how to have your well tested at:
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/programs-services/environmental-health-and-you/watertesting

MAKE SURE TO USE BE WELL INFORMED TO UNDERSTAND
YOUR Well Water TEST RESULTS!
NHDES’ Be Well Informed
Interactive Web Tool
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